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Community Letter

Monday, August 08, 2016
Dear Community Members,
The members of the Great Start Collaborative in Sanilac County present to the greater community a call to action on
behalf of our youngest citizens, children birth to age eight. The Sanilac County Great Start Collaborative’s intent is to
promote an understanding of the importance of the first eight years in a child’s life and to work together to build a
network of public and private programs, services and support for young children and families. Through this systematic
approach, our focus is to encourage system changes that provide community-based strategies enabling all of Sanilac
County’s children to achieve success in school and later in life.
This report and strategic plan were created to inform the public about the Great Start Initiative. It contains the goals and
strategies that will guide our work from 2017-2020. Our efforts have been focused on five key areas of support needed
by young children and their families in Sanilac County:
•
•
•
•
•

Pediatric and Family Health
Social and Emotional Health Support and Services
Childcare and Early Childhood Education
Parent Leadership and Support
Family Support

Sanilac County Great Start Collaborative has spent the past several months collecting and analyzing data and gathering
feedback from parents of young children, community leaders, early childhood providers, stakeholders and local
organizations. During each step of the process, input from families with young children has provided us with guiding
information for our plan. It is our expectations that this report will increase the engagement of families, services,
agencies, childcare providers and community members. These system changes will help us ensure that all children will
have our support to reach their potential.
Sincerely,

Karen Kimball
GSC Chair

Karolyn McEntee
GSC Director
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Executive Summary
Great Start Collaborative Sanilac is a joint effort by diverse community partners all working in concert to assure that
every child in Sanilac is safe, healthy, and ready to succeed in school and life by reading proficiently by the end of third
grade. Our activities over the next four years will allow us additionally to impact the goals set by the Michigan
Department of Education, Office of Great Start:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Children are born healthy;
Children are healthy, thriving and developmentally on track from birth to third grade;
Children are developmentally ready to succeed in school at the time of school entry;
Children are prepared to succeed in fourth grade and beyond by reading proficiently by the end of third grade.

In order to achieve these lofty goals we know that we must focus our collective energy to ensure a coordinated system
of community supports which assists all Sanilac County families in providing a great start for their children from
inception through third grade.
Since our Great Start Collaborative began our
efforts in 2009, we have accomplished many
steps in better meeting the needs of our
young families even though staffing and
funding resources have ebbed to a trickle. By
identifying gaps and overlaps in programs
and supports through concentrated
assessments of our system of supports, we
have been able to re-organize many
components of the local early childhood
system to better serve our local families and
their young children. The results have been
received well by both those being served and
those providing the services.
The primary reason our efforts have been so
successful is because of the formidable
energy that our Great Start Collaborative
Parents have devoted to these transitions.
They have been leaders at the Collaborative
table during discovery and problem solving
discussions. Often they have shared their
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personal experiences and offered suggestions for improvements to the services and programs being offered.
This unique and powerful relationship between the Parents and Great Start Collaborative partners is proving to be
instrumental in our system reform and we are eager to continue our journey as we travel towards our combined vision
for the children of our county.

How we have developed our Strategic Plan and Action Steps:
We began utilizing the ABLe Change Framework 1 to guide our strategic plan development. The process began by
conducting a system scan or assessment of our Early Childhood System. We asked diverse populations including users of
the system components as well as those working parallel to and within the Early Childhood system to complete a system
survey.
Through those responses we identified strengths as well as needs within that system of supports. We then reviewed
qualitative and quantitative data impacting the various members and services of our Early Childhood Community. A
chief source of information was provided through a Parent Survey which offered valuable feedback from 348 parents
within our communities. Through this vast collection and review process we identified system shortfalls or targeted
problems. These problems were discussed in-depth leading us to a shared understanding of the root causes and five
goals for the coming four years:
A. Families will receive consistent messages from all sectors about eligibility and access to early childhood
supports and services.
B. Support services will focus on the family’s needs and desires.
C. The early childhood community agencies will increase connections and collaborate to increase the number
of families accessing the local supports, especially evidence based home visiting programs.
D. Families and Early Education providers will work together to assure that children are prepared to succeed in
school when they enter the kindergarten door.
E. We will promote prenatal services to increase the number of young mothers accessing those supports.
The next steps required working in teams to develop strategies to optimize our efforts with small actions intended to
change the system not by disrupting the current elements but by enhancing those already in place. Lastly, we have
included methods to track the effects of our action steps to monitor our progress. Annually, we will review outcomes
and use the lessons learned to respond to emerging needs.

1

Foster-Fishman & Watson, 2015
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Profile & History
In October 2008, the Early Childhood Investment Corporation partnered with the Sanilac Intermediate School District to
form the Great Start Collaborative – Sanilac. This group of partners was created based on common priorities and
interests in the development of a comprehensive system of support for the youth of Sanilac County.
The Great Start Collaborative is a group of community members from all over the county and region. Events are held all
over the county at schools, Sanilac ISD career center, libraries, churches and services are coordinated in the family
homes according to family needs. Current home visiting services include Early Head Start, Infant Mental Health,
Maternal and Infant Health Program, Parents as Teachers, and Early On.
It is an outstanding accomplishment to have our community committed to a strong and common plan for our youngest
children. We are proud of our partnerships, funders and families who bring new perspectives and synergy to our work.
The purpose of this partnership is to:
•

•
•

Develop a coordinated system of services that are:
voluntary, accessible, culturally competent, and
universal, with broad community support for these
services for all families, especially those most at risk.
To work together to build better lives for our children
and families.
To improve the quality of family life by providing
integrated services that nurtures the children of our
community.

Great Start partnerships give members an opportunity to
identify gaps and overlaps in services and resources. We have
brought together data related to families with young children
and expecting mothers. This information has given us a clearer
picture of the status of supports for young children and their
families. Based on review of data and existing services, we
identified priorities and developed goals that address the family
with a systematic approach. Today, the Great Start Collaborative
leadership is provided by Karolyn McEntee, Director; Karen
Kimball, Chairperson; and Angel Weirmier, Parent Liaison.
Due in great part to the efforts of the Great Start Collaborative, Sanilac County was named one of the 100 Best
Communities for Young People in the United States (January 2008 – America’s Promise Alliance, Washington, DC).
“Sanilac County was chosen as a 100 Best Community because of their success in uniting various organizations in the
community on the coordination and expansion of programs, services and support for the children and youth of their
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community.” Great Start partners include Community Mental Health, Sanilac Health Department, Department of Human
Services, WMIC Sanilac Broadcasting Systems, Sanilac Intermediate School District, all seven school districts, faith based
organizations, local businesses and over 20 nonprofit organizations ranging from the Child Abuse Prevention Council to
McKenzie Memorial Hospital and most importantly parents of young children.
As with any grass roots effort, we are gaining attention and support for our mission through personal interactions,
community event presence and media relations. The residents of Sanilac County are close knit families. They are proud
and supportive of their children and find great value in the mission of the Great Start Collaborative. There is no doubt
that someday nearly all children here in our towns, villages and cities will be safe, healthy and prepared for a successful
school experience and most importantly, proficient readers by the end of third grade.

GREAT START SANILAC STRATEGIC PLAN 2017-2019
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Community Needs & Strengths
Assessment
The Sanilac Great Start Collaborative utilized tools and processes from the ABLe Change Framework 2 to help guide its
strategic plan development. Additional technical assistance and consultation was provided by the Early Childhood
Investment Corporation. Funding for the Great Start Collaborative and Great Start Parent Coalition efforts are provided
by a grant from the Michigan Department of Education, Office of Great Start. The following is an overview of that
process:
1. Defined our Targeted Problem –Not all
children are entering kindergarten
prepared to succeed and ultimately to
be proficient readers by the end of third
grade. According to “Early Warning:
Why Reading by the End of Third Grade
Matters”, a special report published by
the Annie B. Casey Foundation 3 in May
2010, reading proficiency is an essential
step toward increasing the number of
successful students.
2. Develop a process to engage diverse
perspectives –by asking our early
childhood community members which
included: community an health
providers, home visitors, early
intervention and early care providers,
preschool providers, agency
administrators and of course parents to
complete a detailed questionnaire in
which they provided their perceptions
of the current system of services and
supports for our young families. The
results are listed in Appendix A.
Secondly, we conducted a major

2

Foster-Fishman & Watson, 2012
Casey, Annie B. Foundation. “Early Warning! Why Reading by the end of Third Grade Matters” The Annie B Casey Foundation.
Aecf.org, 1 Jan 2010. Web. 29 Aug 2016. <http://www.aecf.org/resources/early-warning-why-reading-by-the-end-of-third-gradematters/>.
3
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outreach effort to gain input from our local families. The Great Start Collaborative members decided what data they
most wanted to collect from local parents, the users of the early childhood system. Collectively, we created a parent
survey which we disseminated to all seven school districts via the preschools, childcare providers, home visiting
programs, Great Start network and through personal asks. We are delighted to report that we received 348
responses. The results are listed in the Parent Voice section of this document.
3. Scan system conditions influencing our targeted problem – Not all children are entering kindergarten prepared to
succeed and ultimately to be proficient readers by the end of third grade. We solicited data from all of our area
partners. Statewide and national resources were brought to the table as well. We broke the data into categories and
used it to paint a detailed picture of life as a family with young children in Sanilac County.
4. Engage stakeholders in making sense of the system data –This step required us to identify the six system
characteristics as defined in the following cloverleaf provided by ABLe Change Framework. These topics guided us
through the dialogue as we conducted the system scan.

5. This step provided a deeper understanding of the scan results. Themes emerged from grouping the data which our
stakeholder teams developed into 96 headlines. Those headlines were then discussed and further clarified and
similar ideas were combined. Finally, it was determined that we actually have 5 Mega-headlines or conditions that
we agree are standing in the way of a community where all children are prepared to be successful students upon
kindergarten entry. We conducted a root cause analysis for each of the identified conditions. Many hours were
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spent digging deeply into the perceived causes for the conditions within our system. (For a listing of the Megaheadlines, Headlines, Root Causes and Strategies, see Appendix). Those five headlines were converted to goal
statements for the coming years efforts.
Our five goals are as follows:
1. Families will receive consistent messages from all sectors about eligibility and access to Early Childhood
supports and services.
2. Support services will focus on the family’s needs and desires.
3. The early childhood community agencies will increase connections and collaborate to increase the number
of families accessing the local supports, especially evidence based home visiting programs.
4. Families and Early Education providers will work together to assure that children are prepared to succeed in
school when they enter the kindergarten door.
5. We will promote prenatal services to increase the number of young mothers accessing those supports.
6. Develop a shared agenda and local infrastructure – Throughout this year of discovery we have stayed cognizant of
our alignment with a variety of sources as follows:
• Great Start, Great Investment, Great Futures Report
• Top 10 in 10 Years
• Five Early Childhood components (Pediatric & Family Health, Social & Emotional Health, Parenting
Leadership, Childcare & Early Learning, and Family Support)
• Strengthening Families, Protective Factors
• Evidence based programming and supports
Finally, we were able to devote our energy towards planning strategies we will employ in 2017, 2018, 2019, and 2020 to
achieve our five collective goals. Within the Action Agenda pages of this document, you can observe the multiple layers
of action steps our stakeholders have developed in our commitment to the strategies we designed. The action steps
require coordination between families, service providers, administrators and the community at large. In each of our
activities, we have built upon current system pieces by embedding enhancements and changes that will improve our
supports into the system. All of our strategies are actionable, feasible and powerful as defined in the ABLe Change
Framework. Throughout our Action Agenda pages you will see each has a common strategy which provides us the
opportunity to step back and determine if the direction we are going is still a viable method of achieving our goals. If so,
we will check in to assure that our actions continue to be actionable, feasible and powerful.
As our Great Start Collaborative begins taking the actions prescribed by our 2017 agenda, we are excited to have a clear
direction and goal. The energy is palatable during our Great Start Collaborative meetings. What we are most proud of at
this point is that during this process we have gained investment from local parents. Parents often constitute 20-30% of
our meeting attendees.
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The Sanilac Great Start Collaborative utilized tools and processes from the ABLe Change Framework to help guide its
strategic plan development. Additional technical assistance and consultation was provided by the Early Childhood
Investment Corporation. Funding for the Great Start Collaborative and Great Start Parent Coalition efforts are provided
by a grant from the Michigan Department of Education, Office of Great Start. Additional funds have been brought to our
Great Start Collaborative efforts from individuals, local philanthropic organizations (United Way of Sanilac, Sanilac
County Community Foundation, and Lions Club of Sandusky) and staff donations from the Department of Health &
Human Services.
The Sanilac Great Start Action Agenda will be revised annually and as necessary based on best practice, current research,
changing trends and funding opportunities.
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Goals & Strategies Narrative

Sanilac GSC Goals
Families understand eligibility
requirements
Services are family focused
Increased connections and
collaboration
Kindergarten transition support
Promote prenatal supports

Sanilac Great Start Collaborative is committed to our vision that every child in Sanilac is safe, healthy and ready to
succeed in school and life through reading proficiently by the end of third grade. To achieve this we have employed the
principles and recommendations offered by the Great Start, Great Investment, Great Future report. This will ensure that
our goals and strategies align with the Office of Great Start through the four Michigan Early Childhood Outcomes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Children are born healthy;
Children are healthy, thriving and developmentally on track from birth to third grade;
Children are developmentally ready to succeed in school at time of school entry;
Children are prepared to succeed in fourth grade and beyond by reading proficiently by the end of third grade.

According to the 2015-2016 Sanilac Early Childhood System scan results, we have much to do to achieve these
outcomes. This strategic plan is the map our community will follow towards achieving the four outcomes and ultimately
our shared vision. Through an in-depth system analysis and utilizing the results of the Michigan State University
evaluation results regarding our local capacity for change, our GSC has developed five goals and strategies to attain
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those goals. In prioritizing the strategies for the next three years, the members of the GSC sought to build upon
strengths of the current system, as well as address needs identified in the community wide system scan and parent
surveys.
The prioritized goals and associated strategies were based on the root causes identified for each priority need area.
These strategies, when implemented, will build a seamless system of support which empowers and enables children and
their families, through access, to share resources to achieve the desired outcomes. Other key considerations included:
A. Five Points of the Star Component Areas
• Pediatric & Family Health
• Social & Emotional Health
• Family Support
• Parent Leadership
• Early Care & Education
B. Utilization of the Levers for Change evaluation
findings report provided by ECIC/MSU.
Strongest Areas:
• Readiness for change
• Active Constituents
• Root Cause Focus
Target for Improvement:
• Intentional Systems Change Actions
• Strong Relational Networks
• Equity Orientation
The following strategies have been identified for implementation by the Sanilac GSC over the three coming years (2017,
2018, and 2019):
A. Families will receive consistent messages from all sectors about eligibility and access to Early Childhood
supports and services.
• Develop list of parent trusted methods to deliver resource and service information.
• Utilize family preferred methods and trusted sources for distributing information about early childhood
services and resources.
B. Support services will focus on the family’s needs and desires.
• Increase family engagement and voice in the delivery of Early Childhood services and programs.
• Improve communication between service agencies and those they serve by encouraging our Early
Childhood community to adopt Strengthening Families Framework and the Five Protective Factors into
daily operations.
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C. The early childhood community agencies will increase connections and collaborate to increase the number of
families accessing the local supports, especially evidence based home visiting programs.
• Increase cross sector relationships.
• Increase internal agency information relay.
D. Families and Early Education providers will work together to assure that children are prepared to succeed in
school when they enter the kindergarten door.
• Build early childhood personnel and parents knowledge of developmentally appropriate behaviors,
skills, and expectations.
• Provide early literacy opportunities for families to engage in daily to increase children’s kindergarten
readiness utilizing Parent Coalition leaders and liaison.
E. We will promote prenatal services to increase the number of young mothers accessing those supports.
• Increase the number of teen mothers accessing local prenatal supports.
• Familiarize the community and all service providers with all prenatal supports available within the
county.
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Strengthening Families Assessment
Goals and Objectives
Sanilac County Parent Coalition – August 2017
Goal 1: Bring awareness of the existence of the Parent Coalition in Sanilac County.
Objective: Current Parent Coalition members conduct outreach with the Parent
Liaison at various school and local events.
Goal 2: Parent Coalition members will be able to give an explanation to other parents about
the purpose of the Parent Coalition.
Objective: A Parent Coalition Mission Statement was created.
Goal 3: Parent Coalition members will be empowered to conduct outreach to other parents
within their communities.
Objective: Business cards will be created with the Parent Coalition mission statement,
Facebook page information, Great Start web address and contact information for the
Parent Liaison.
Goal 4: Grow the Parent Coalition.
Objective: Current Parent Coalition members will receive recognition for bringing
potential members to events.

The goals listed above are based on the Strengthening Families Assessment the Sanilac Parent
Coalition conducted in 2017 with kind guidance from Ayanna Know-Potts and Veronica Pechumer.
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Early Childhood Action Agenda
Sanilac Great Start Collaborative
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Early Childhood Action Agenda A – Sanilac County Great Start Collaborative
Targeting the following early childhood outcomes:

Addresses the following early childhood components:

Children are born healthy.

Physical Health

Children are healthy, thriving, and developmentally on track from birth to third grade.

Social and Emotional Health

Children are developmentally ready to succeed in school at time of school entry.

Parent Education

Children are prepared to succeed in fourth grade and beyond by reading proficiently by the end of third
grade.

Early Education and Care
Family Supports and Basic Needs

% and # of children not reaching targeted outcome(s), broken down by demographics when possible (Targeted Problem(s)):
We know that 72% of Sanilac families surveyed in 2016 were unclear if they were eligible for support services.
Goal related to the targeted problem(s) (mega-headline):
Families will receive consistent messages from all sectors about eligibility and access to Early Childhood supports and services
Objective related to the goal (headline):
Increased numbers of families will have knowledge of, and utilize available Early Childhood Supports and Services
Strategy 1:
Root Cause Addressed:
Performance Measures:

Identify and utilize family preferred
methods and trusted sources for
distributing information about early
childhood services and resources.

Activities (small wins promoting the strategy
and addresses root causes)
Develop common messaging regarding:
1. Update Sanilac County Family Resource
Guide (SCRG)
• Updated version distributed by CAC
on 5/10/17
• PC to make comment 6/9/17

(Prioritized root causes related to the objective and
addressed by this strategy)

(outcomes of strategy 1)

Persons or Groups
Responsible

Resources
Needed

Many families use outdated and under informed
internet sources for information because they
don’t have someone they respect guiding them to
services that would benefit them and their
children.
Target Dates

The percentage of families knowledgeable
about available resources and eligibility
requirements will increase.

Progress Measures
(outputs of activities):

GS Parents/GSC

Annually by Dec
Clerical Services
(12/17,12/18,12/19)

Guide updated

2. Assist United Way in encouraging
agencies to update 211

United Way/GSC
Dir/GSPC/PL

Annually by Sept
(9/17,9/18,9/19)

Staff Time

211 updates are completed

3. Survey parents to determine numbers

PL/GSPC/GS Dir

Dec 2017

Printing/Website

Information delivery

GREAT START SANILAC STRATEGIC PLAN 2017-2019
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using technology for information and
their interest in an app and a QR Code
link to the SC Resource Guide
4. If parents show interest, seek out best
method of App development
(Computer students at Career
Center/Hire Web specialist)

Support/Survey
Monkey account/
Tech Support

changes based on Parent
choices

PL/GSPC/Tech Support/GSC

Mar 2018

Internet/Tech
Support

New app is designed

a. Test App in control group including
parents

PL/Tech Support

March 2019

Internet tracking
service

App is tested by 25 people,
at least 20 parents

b. Revise as recommended

Tech Support/PL/GSC

April 2019

Tech support

Revisions complete

c. Go live with App and QR code and
promote through social media and
add to all printed materials as
updated

GSC/PL/GSPC

May 2019

Parents with
mobile devices

d. Monitor number of users accessing
app and using QR code

GSC/GSPC

Annually in Dec
(12/18, 12/19) –
begin 2018
Annually in Dec
(12/17,12/18,12/19)

Wed data tracking
specialist

The number of parents
accessing local early
childhood resources
through technology will
increase
Number of hits to SCRG will
increase by 5 % annually

5. Agency Survey – all system agencies will GSC Executive Team/GSC
be surveyed to ascertain any changes in Dir/Area Administrators
numbers of families accessing their
programs or services
Strategy 2:

Root Cause Addressed:

Survey and
collection support
Participation
incentives

Access numbers will be
tracked regularly allowing
constant data flow

Performance Measures:

Develop list of parent trusted methods to
deliver resource and service information.

(Prioritized root causes related to the objective and
addressed by this strategy)

(Outcomes of strategy 2):

Activities (small wins promoting the strategy
and addresses root causes)
1. Meet with Great Start Parent Coalition
(GSPC) and survey parents to develop a list
of methods of information delivery that

Persons or Groups
Responsible
GSPC/Parent Liaison

Resources
Needed
Meeting location
Parent meeting
supports

GREAT START SANILAC STRATEGIC PLAN 2017-2019

There will be an increase in the number of
Some families are not using available supports Sanilac families with a clear understanding
in preparing their child for school
of resources available to them and their
young children.
Target Dates
Jan 2018
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Progress Measures
(outputs of activities):
List of delivery methods
developed

parents trust and will use
2. Have partner agencies track and report
number of parents accessing their offerings

GSC/Partners

June 2018

Partners data
collection staff

3. Develop a committee to complete the
following activities:

GSC/GSPC

Sept 2018

Committee time

a. If video feeds are on the list, create a
video demonstrating family supports
and include families telling how the
programs have improved their
situations. (If a different method is
identified, plan to utilize it at this time
with similar steps detailed below.)

GSC/GSC Dir/PL/Hired
videographer

Sept 2019

Video funding/
Partnerships with
video locations/
discs/ viewing
equipment

Video script developed
Filming complete/other
method completed and
approved by GSC

b. Play the video in public areas (natural
touchpoints) families visit. (Doctor &
Dentist waiting rooms, restaurants,
library computers, CMH, SCHD, DHHS,
Kindergarten and preschool roundups,
Laundromats, barbershops, beauty
shops)

GSC/GSPC/Site recruitment
team

Dec 2019

Public TVs/Social
media accounts/
IT supports

Video playing in identified
locations

c. YouTube video on website, Facebook
(and future social media)

GSC DIr/PL/Tech Support

Feb 2020

Tech support

Video posted to GSC
website and Facebook page

GSC Dir/PL + Special
Committee/GSC

Mar 2020

Meeting location
and Parent
meeting supports

Committee makes
presentation in 2020 to GSC

4. Committee evaluates outcomes. Presents
recommendations for future plan to GSC.
• Number of sites showing
• Number of times video is viewed
• Parent feedback
Strategy 3:

Unify early childhood messages being
distributed throughout the community.
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Root Cause Addressed:
(Prioritized root causes related to the objective and
addressed by this strategy)

Families and service providers are confused
about what appropriate behaviors and skills

Report of numbers of
parents accessing partner
agencies completed

Performance Measures:
(Outcomes of strategy 3):

Providers from all sectors of the early
childhood community will offer only research
based information on development and GSC
partners will agree on common wording and
20

are for children at differing ages and who to
believe.

materials when possible.

Activities (small wins promoting the strategy
and addresses root causes)
1. Normalize parents need for help in public
announcements while promoting available
services and how to access them
(Strengthening Families Protective Factors)

Persons or Groups
Responsible
GSPC/Parent Liaison/Parent
Voices

Target Dates

Resources
Needed
Radio time/Parent
supports

Progress Measures
(outputs of activities):
1 Public Announcement
chosen and aired
repeatedly each year

2. Kindergarten Readiness – GSC and
Kindergarten Readiness Advisory Committee
revisit “kindergarten readiness flyer”

GSC/Partners/K-Ready Adv
committee/GS2Q

Dec 2018

Committee time

K-ready flyer is updated

GSC/GSPC/Graphics
designer/PAT/GS2Q

Dec 2019

Committee time

K-ready flyer is handed out
at all 7 school districts

GSC/Partners

Dec 2019

Purchase wheels

400 wheels distributed to
Sanilac families with
children 3 years and under

a. Make changes and distribute to all 7
school districts for use at preschool and
kindergarten roundups
3. Developmental milestones wheels provided
by GSC to all partners for use at free family
events for parents of children 3 and under
Strategy 4:

May 2018

Root Cause Addressed:

Performance Measures:

Conduct an annual review of progress
towards our goals.

(Prioritized root causes related to the
objective and addressed by this strategy)

The Early Childhood System for Sanilac will be
effective working efficiently and making progress
toward their goal of increased numbers of
successful students at the end of third grade. (3rd
grade reading proficiency test scores will increase)

Activities (small wins promoting the strategy and
addresses root causes)
1. Each year workgroups will evaluate their
progress against the strategic plan action
steps and determine merits of continuing and
report progress (accomplishments and
supporting data) and make recommendation

Persons or Groups
Responsible
Each of the 5
workgroups & GSC

Target Dates

Resources Needed

Each May in 2017,
2018, 2019 &
2020

Technical design to
create progress
chart.
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Actions without progress are
discouraging and pointless.
(Mindsets)
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Progress Measures (outputs of
activities):
The workgroups within the GSC &
Early Childhood System will
demonstrate progress with a
tracking device resulting in more
children entering kindergarten
prepared to succeed.

to the full body of the Great Start
Collaborative:
a. Continue strategy and action steps as
planned
b. Continue strategy with modifications
c. Suggest strategy & action step
modifications.
d. Abandon plan and solicit assistance
with development of new strategy
and action steps.
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Early Childhood Action Agenda B - Sanilac Great Start Collaborative

Targeting the following early childhood outcomes:

Addresses the following early childhood components:

Children are born healthy.

Physical Health

Children are healthy, thriving, and developmentally on track from birth to third grade.

Social and Emotional Health

Children are developmentally ready to succeed in school at time of school entry.

Parent Education

Children are prepared to succeed in fourth grade and beyond by reading proficiently by the end of
third grade.

Early Education and Care
Family Supports and Basic Needs

% and # of children not reaching targeted outcome(s), broken down by demographics when possible (Targeted Problem(s)):
The 2016 81% of parents who completed the System Scan indicated that providers are not adequately seeking parent input in service planning.
Goal related to the targeted problem(s) (mega-headline):
Support services will focus on the family’s needs and desires.
Objective related to the goal (headline):
The early childhood community will communicate respectfully with families and encourage them to be engaged leaders in delivery of support services.
Strategy 1:
Root Cause Addressed:
Performance Measures:

Increase family engagement and voice in the
delivery of Early Childhood services and
programs

(Prioritized root causes related to the objective
and addressed by this strategy)

(Outcomes of strategy 1)

Activities (small wins promoting the strategy and
addresses root causes)
1. In adherence with GSRP Implementation manual
program requirements, the GSC will support
GSRP sites in their efforts to maintain active
participation of parents of enrolled children on
the Parent Advisory and School Readiness
Advisory Committees.

Persons or Groups
Responsible
EC Contact/ EC
Specialist/ GSC Dir/
School Readiness
Advisory
Committee/HS/GS2Q

Target Dates

Resources Needed

Ongoing
throughout all 4
years

Meeting locations and
materials, Barrier
supports

Providers goals do not align with
families goals (Mindsets)

•

Kindergarten Round up

PAT/PL

•

Community Baby Shower

PAT/PL

•

ThumbFest – Development wheels &
brochures

PAT/PL

GREAT START SANILAC STRATEGIC PLAN 2017-2019

Parent survey will show 4% increase in service and
communication satisfaction outcomes annually.
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Progress Measures (outputs of
activities):
Each GSRP site will have at least
one parent rep on both
committees
• Consultant working w/GSRP

•

Fair –Development wheels & brochures

PAT/PL

2. Budgeting to accommodate barrier removal
(honorarium, transportation and childcare)

GSC Exec Team/GSRP
sites

3. Strengthening Families, Protective Factors will
be provided to parents and EC Community
partners

GSC Exec
Team/GSC/PC/EC
Community

4. Utilize Facebook follower’s feedback as a
method of engaging families not able to serve on
the focus group
• Emails to PL to add to FB page
• PL responds to FB follower’s feedback

GSC/PC/PL/EC
Specialists

5. Spotlight areas for family groups input:
• Planning events and learning opportunities
with topics of interest or need to local
families
• Locations for meetings, services & events
that allow for the greatest family
participation
• Times for meetings, services & events that
align with parents scheduling needs
• Feedback on current issues within the Early
Childhood Community

GSC Dir/EC Specialist/
GSRP Dir/PL/PC

•

Parent Meetings, Outreach, Facebook,
Parent Café, Playgroups

6. Request all GSC affiliated agencies invite parents
currently utilizing their services to represent
their service at the focus group and provide
those parents methods of overcoming barriers
to participation (stipends, gas cards, childcare
GREAT START SANILAC STRATEGIC PLAN 2017-2019

Annually during
budget approval
Ongoing as need
arises
SF training annually
beginning 2018

Quality Childcare
providers, funding

The annual GSC/Partner budgets
will provide resources for this
purpose

SF/PF training
provided

Training offered to parents and
EC providers each year

Data tracker and
Facebook
management

Number of Facebook shares
increases each year

Ongoing as need
arises – June/Dec
each year

Event locations/Social
media/Educators/
Parent participation
barrier supports/
Satisfaction surveys

Family attendance and
participation in regularly
scheduled events will increase by
5% each year

Invitations
extended prior to
each focus group
meeting

EC Community active
participation

Parents from at least 2 GSC
partner agencies will attend or
assist planning each PC or focus
group meeting or event

April 21, 2018
Ongoing as need
arises

PAT/PL/EO
GSC partner
agencies/Parents
using system
components
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reimbursement)
7. An annual countywide family survey of service
user’s satisfaction with their level of
participation in service delivery will be
conducted. The survey will include personal
service and systematic questions

GSC/PC/GSC Partner
agencies

Annually by Nov
(11/17, 11/18,
11/19 & 11/20)

Survey Monkey
account and data
collection staff

100+ parent surveys will be
completed annually

8. The survey results will be reviewed and the
system will be adjusted to reflect those results

GSC/PC/GSC Partner
agencies

February of each
year

Meeting attendance
barrier removal

The EC system will be adjusted
annually to reflect survey results

Strategy 2:

Improve communication between service
agencies and those they serve by encouraging
our EC community to adopt Strengthening
Families framework and incorporating the
protective factors into daily operations.

Root Causes Addressed:

Performance Measures:

Prioritized root causes related to the objective
and addressed by this strategy:

(Outcomes of strategy 2)

Persons or Groups
Responsible

Target Dates

Resources Needed

Progress Measures (outputs of
activities):

a. Agendas, minutes, printed informational
materials

GSC Dir/ PL

October 2017

Printing services

Written materials will be
designed with parent input

b. Acronyms will be defined or not used in
meetings

GSC
membership/SRAC

December 2017

Acronyms will not be used unless
defined at each gathering

c. Strengthening Families (SF) Training will be
provided to Parents, GSC members and
partners annually
o Date set for April 21, 2018

GSC Dir/ Exec Team

Dec. of each year

Acronym Jar and fund
collection designation
and process
SF Training funding HR
time

d. Job descriptions for GSC staff and partners
will include Strengthening Families training,
language and expectations.

GSC Dir/ISD Admin

June 2018 (GSC)

Clerical Assistance

GSC staff job descriptions will
include SF language, training will
be provided annually

Activities (small wins promoting the strategy and
addresses root causes)
1. The GSC will embed SF/PF into our processes as
reflected in the following:

Strategy 3:
GREAT START SANILAC STRATEGIC PLAN 2017-2019

Personal communication skills are
lacking for both providers and parents.
(Connections)

Annual Parent Survey will reflect 10% increase in
service and communication satisfaction.

Root Causes Addressed:

SF/PF training will be provided
annually to parents and EC
participants

Performance Measures:
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Conduct an annual review of progress towards
our goals.

Prioritized root causes related to the objective
and addressed by this strategy:

(Outcomes of strategy 2):

Activities (small wins promoting the strategy and
addresses root causes)

Persons or Groups
Responsible

Resources Needed

Actions without progress are
discouraging and pointless. (Mindsets)

2. Each year workgroups will evaluate their
Each of the 5
workgroups & GSC
progress against the strategic plan action steps
and determine merits of continuing and report
progress (accomplishments and supporting data)
and make recommendation to the full body of
the Great Start Collaborative:
e. Continue strategy and action steps as
planned
f. Continue strategy with modifications
g. Suggest strategy & action step modifications.
h. Abandon plan and solicit assistance with
development of new strategy and action
steps.

GREAT START SANILAC STRATEGIC PLAN 2017-2019

Target Dates

Each May in 2017,
2018, 2019 & 2020

The Early Childhood System for Sanilac will be
effective working efficiently and making progress
toward their goal of increased numbers of successful
students at the end of third grade.
Technical design to
create progress chart.
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Progress Measures (outputs of
activities):

The Early Childhood System will
demonstrate progress with a
tracking device and more
children will be entering
kindergarten prepared to
succeed.

Early Childhood Action Agenda C - Sanilac Great Start Collaborative

Targeting the following early childhood outcomes:

Addresses the following early childhood components:

Children are born healthy.

Physical Health

Children are healthy, thriving, and developmentally on track from birth to third grade.

Social and Emotional Health

Children are developmentally ready to succeed in school at time of school entry.

Parent Education

Children are prepared to succeed in fourth grade and beyond by reading proficiently by the end
of third grade.

Early Education and Care
Family Supports and Basic Needs

% and # of children not reaching targeted outcome(s), broken down by demographics when possible (Targeted Problem(s)):
Only 24% of families with children under the age of 5 are served by home visiting programs in Sanilac County.
Goal related to the targeted problem(s) (mega-headline):
Many families are not being referred to all of the programs and supports available to them because of a lack of collaboration and coordination between agencies
and organizations.
The early childhood community agencies will increase connections and collaborate to increase the number of families accessing the local supports, especially
home visiting programs.
Objective related to the goal (headline):
Service providers often are unaware of family supports outside their agency available to families (Connections).
The local human service agency staff will have knowledge of the early childhood system offerings and how to connect families to those resources.
Strategy 1:
Root Causes Addressed:
Performance Measures:

Increase cross sector relationships and
Increase internal agency information relay

Prioritized root causes related to the objective
and addressed by this strategy:

(Outcome Measures for strategy 1)

Activities (small wins promoting the strategy
and addresses root causes)
1. Appoint GSC representative to attend and
represent the GSC at other community
groups (i.e., Community Collaborative, SC
Health Board, SAVE partnership, CAPC, Silver
Linings Committee, County Board of
Commissioners) and report the actions to
the GSC.

Persons or Groups
Responsible
GSC/GS Dir/ GS
Chairperson

Target Dates

Resources Needed

November 2017

Tracking graph/ List of
community groups

GREAT START SANILAC STRATEGIC PLAN 2017-2019

Agencies are not fostering collaboration
and relationships with families, other
agencies and service providers.
(Mindsets)

Early Childhood service agency staff will have an
increased understanding of the various services
available to the families they serve and how to assist
the families in connecting with them.
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Progress Measures (outputs of
activities):
List of GSC representatives and
the group meetings they will
attend distributed to GSC

2. Executive GSC members recruit missing area
administrators to assure all agencies
participate in following:

GS Dir/ GSC Exec
Team

January 2018

List of proposed GSC
members

At least 2 new agencies/groups
join the GSC table

a. Lunch & Learn for front line/educators/
childcare providers following the GSC
meetings
• GS2Q wants to be part of planning

Educator/GSC/PC/GS
Dir/PL/Childcare
providers/GS2Q

2017-2020 Annually
by December

Location, refreshments,
presenter, materials,
invitations

One Lunch & Learn completed
annually

b. Annual Service Expo (increase
knowledge of agency offerings and build
inter-agency relationships)

Community
Collaborative/GSC/
Agency
Administrators
Sandusky Chamber of
Commerce/GSC/GS
Dir/PL

2017-2020 Annually
by December

Location, refreshments,
presenter, materials,
invitations

All GSC agencies will participate
in Service Expo each year

May 30 of each year

Tent, location,
refreshments, presenter,
materials, invitations

All Early Childhood service
providers are represented at
Thumbfest Kids Day each year

Special Planning
committee/GSC/PC/
PL/GS Dir
CAPC/GSC/PC/GS Dir/
GS-MC

November 2018

Event location, printing
funds, graphic designer,
speakers, catering
Nov each year (2017- Event location, printing
2020)
funds, graphic designer,
speakers, catering

Sanilac holds their first Parent
University

PL/GS Dir/Healthy
Lifestyles partners

Annually

Event promotional
items, speakers, meeting
resources

g. Sandusky Chamber of Commerce
Holiday Kids Crafts Event

GS Dir/PL/GS Business
partner

Dec Annually

Promotional items, staff
time

h. Evaluate events for benefits and
determine continued participation

GS Executive Team

May 2018

Meeting resources

GS will partner with Healthy
Lifestyles in offering 3 family
friendly nutritional education
opportunities each year
GSC will see one new business
relationship each year due to
Kids Craft event
Efforts will be purposeful and
valued

GS Dir/Meeting
Secretary/ Admins/
GS2QERC

Dec each year –
begin 2017

Time for dialogue

c. Thumbfestival Kids Day Event in
Sandusky/ Funtastic Family Day in
Deckerville (EC community building)
d. Parent University (EC Community
relationship building)
e. Community Baby Shower (Share vision
and networking)
• Partner with McKenzie to distribute
Baby Shower invites (10/23/17)
f.

McKenzie Hospital Healthy Lifestyles and
Community Education programs

3. GSC Host Peer Learning Communities
Luncheons for area Administrators yearly to
focus on the following topics:
GREAT START SANILAC STRATEGIC PLAN 2017-2019
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Percentage of new mothers
attending Community Baby
Shower will increase by 5% each
year

Administrator’s knowledge of
area supports and relationships
with other family supports will
increase

a. How they are supporting information
exchange within their agency

Administrators/GS Dir

Dec each year

Meeting resources,
secretarial supports

b. Create a list of benefits to their agency
of increased referrals

Administrators/GS Dir

Dec each year

c. Review agency referral processes/forms
and determine feasibility for all or some
of the agencies to adopt a common
referral form

All GSC partners

June 2018

Staff time, Technical
support to blend
documents
Printing and reporting
staff time

d. Encourage agencies track current
numbers of referrals while in form
designing stages

Administrators/GS
Dir/SFPF Consultant

June 2017 to June
2018

Technical support to
design form

Data on referrals collected over
the course of a year by at least 3
EC agencies

e. Have administrators design and agree on
a referral form being cognizant of the 5
protective factors

3 EC agencies/GS Dir

June 2018

Printing and reporting
assistance

Form designed

f.

3 EC agencies/GS Dir

June 2018-Nov 2018

Tracking device

Referral form piloted

GS Dir/GSC Exec Team
Admin/3 EC agencies
participating
GSC

June 2018-Nov 2018

Staff time, meeting time

Data of referrals are collected

January 2019

GSC meeting time

Referral process and form
explored and adopted or rejected
by EC community

GSC/GSC Chairperson

February 2019

Meeting funds

Task completed and EC goals
evaluated and revised

GS staff

Monthly at GSC
meetings 2017-2020

GSC meeting time, staff
time

GSC meeting attendees will leave
with a deeper knowledge of
system supports, increased
relationships and a plan of what
information to share with others

Pilot the referral form in 2-3 agencies for
a quarter

g. Track number of referrals during pilot
h. Collect feedback from form users/
effected families and compare referral
numbers and decide to continue with
current form, amend or abandon effort
i.

Determine next steps in foal to increase
cross sector referrals

4. During Agency Highlights at GSC meetings,
we will encourage attendees to detail what
new information they are taking away,
whom they plan share it and how they will
relay it to all those within their agency who
GREAT START SANILAC STRATEGIC PLAN 2017-2019
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Increased understanding of
methods of internal information
exchange
List of referral benefits created
Referral process and universal
form completed and adopted by
at least 3 system participants

might benefit from knowing it
5. Review and update Continuum of Services
(CoS) annually

GS Staff/ GS Dir

Nov each year 20172020

Secretarial support

Continuum of Service document
is brought current regularly

a. Update Continuum of Service (CoS) to
GSC website

GS Dir/GSC

December each year

Tech support

GSC website hosts current
information

b. Share printed copies and electronic
version with GSC membership and send
link for the pdf to all EC system
participants
• GS2Q forwards information to
providers & will continue

ECS/CBOs/GS2QERC/
GS Dir/GSRP Admin.

January each year

Printing funds/Tech
support

Continuum of Care is made
available to families and
providers from a variety of
agencies and locations

GSC/ECS/ECC/GS2Q

Annually

Educators, meeting
space, materials, staff,
refreshments

Preschool providers of all sectors
will build relationships and
knowledge side by side

6. GSRP Specialist will provide Professional
Development opportunities as required by
the GSRP Implementation Manual and
through informal and formal observations &
PQA scores within the classrooms. CBO
Childcare/Preschool providers and
neighboring GSRP Providers will be included
when space & class size allow
Strategy 2:

Root Causes Addressed:

Performance Measures:

Conduct an annual review of progress
towards our goals.

Prioritized root causes related to the objective and
addressed by this strategy:

(Outcomes measured by strategy 2):

Activities (small wins promoting the strategy
and addresses root causes)
3. Each year workgroups will evaluate their
progress against the strategic plan action
steps and determine merits of continuing and
report progress (accomplishments and
supporting data) and make recommendation

Persons or Groups
Responsible
Each of the 5
workgroups & GSC

Resources Needed

GREAT START SANILAC STRATEGIC PLAN 2017-2019

Agencies are not fostering collaboration
and relationships with other agencies and
service providers. (Mindsets)
Target Dates
Each May in 2017,
2018, 2019 & 2020

The Early Childhood System for Sanilac will be
effective working efficiently and making progress
toward their goal of increased numbers of
successful students at the end of third grade. (3rd
grade reading proficiency test scores will increase)
Technical design to
create progress
chart.
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Progress Measures (outputs of
activities):
The Early Childhood System will
demonstrate progress with a
tracking device resulting in more
children entering kindergarten
prepared to succeed.

to the full body of the Great Start
Collaborative:
i. Continue strategy and action steps as
planned
j. Continue strategy with modifications
k. Suggest strategy & action step
modifications.
l. Abandon plan and solicit assistance with
development of new strategy and action
steps.

GREAT START SANILAC STRATEGIC PLAN 2017-2019
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Early Childhood Action Agenda D - Sanilac Great Start Collaborative

Targeting the following early childhood outcomes:

Addresses the following early childhood components:

Children are born healthy.

Physical Health

Children are healthy, thriving, and developmentally on track from birth to third grade.

Social and Emotional Health

Children are developmentally ready to succeed in school at time of school entry.

Parent Education

Children are prepared to succeed in fourth grade and beyond by reading proficiently by the end of
third grade.

Early Education and Care
Family Supports and Basic Needs

% and # of children not reaching targeted outcome(s), broken down by demographics when possible (Targeted Problem(s)):
2013 third grade MEAP scores indicated that 68.5% of Sanilac students were proficient readers.
Goal related to the targeted problem(s) (mega-headline):
Families, Childcare and Early Education providers will work together to assure that children are prepared to succeed in school when they enter the kindergarten
door.
Objective related to the goal (headline):
Some families do not have resources to identify delays and fully engage in preparing their children for school success.
All families will have the resources to identify delays in their children and engage in fully preparing them for school success.
Strategy 1:
Root Cause Addressed:
Performance Measures:

Build early childhood personnel and parents
knowledge of developmentally appropriate
behaviors and skills and expectations.

Prioritized root causes related to the objective
and addressed by this strategy:

(Outcomes of strategy 1):

Activities (small wins promoting the strategy and
addresses root causes)
1. Offer developmental info (Developmental wheels
with GSC logo, website, QR code) to parents at
car seat checks, dentist and doctor visits, health
department, SAVE council, Early On, Early Head
Start, PAT, Licensed Childcare providers, WIC,
MIHP, Baby Pantry and libraries

Persons or Groups
Responsible
GSC PC/PL

Target Dates

Resources Needed

Ongoing 2017-2020

Wheels/mileage

Progress Measures (outputs of
activities):
150 Wheels are disseminated
each year at the identified
locations

GSC PC/PL/GS2QRC/
GSC Dir/K-Advisory

1 per year 2017-2020

Parent barrier
elimination funds

20 parents and 5 childcare
providers attend program each

2. Support child development information and
trainings to parents and the local early childhood
GREAT START SANILAC STRATEGIC PLAN 2017-2019

Written materials detailing
developmental milestones and
kindergarten readiness are not readily
provided to parents, childcare providers,
and educators. (Resources)

Parents, early childhood care and education
providers will be knowledgeable of appropriate
developmental behaviors and when and how to
seek help with potential delays.
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system providers in partnership with Great Start
to Quality Resource Center
Focus: infants/toddlers
3. Survey distributed to determine what trainings
are desired

Committee

LCC Providers/
GSRP/EHS/HS

2018

Technology
support

Survey completed and results
made available

4. Embed on the GSC website a developmental
screening tool
• ASQ w/Lapeer (regionalize)

GSC PC/EC
Community/GSC

2019-2020

Graphics & Printing
funds

ASQ Screening tool is made
available to all via website

2018-2020

Tool use fees

Parents use screening tool on line
and contact Early On with
concerns

a. Encourage parents to use it in their homes to
help them identify any potential delays but
provide contact info for Early On at the same
time if they have any concerns

year

b. Encourage EC staff to become familiar with
the tool and urge families to use it as part of
their routine process of assuring children are
kindergarten ready at time of entry (PD)

GSC PC/GSC PL/GSC
DIr/GSC
members/GS2Q

Ongoing

Staffing

More children are fully prepared
to succeed at school entry

5. Use natural gathering locations to connect
families with professionals who can help them
identify developmental concerns early (Baby
Pantry, Child Advocacy Center, Laundromats,
Parks, Libraries, Markets, Parent Coalition
gatherings, Kindergarten & Preschool round ups)

PAT PE/ GSC PL/GSC
PC/HS/EHS/GS2QRC

Ongoing

Advertising/Radio/
Facebook
push/Wheels/
mileage/site
display units

Parents are met where they
naturally gather. Increased
referrals to Early On, PAT, WIC &
other support services

6. Increase Great Start/PAT Playgroup family
attendance

Home Visiting Focus
Group/GSC Dir/GSC
PL/Parents
Home Visiting Focus
Group/ GSC PL

2017-2020
(dependent on
funding)
Ongoing 2017-2020

Program funding

2% increased attendance
numbers at playgroups over prior
year
Increased number of community
members distributing
Developmental wheels

Home Visiting Focus
Group/GSC Dir/GSC
PL/Parents

When available

Meeting supports

7. Distribute Developmental wheels and
kindergarten readiness flyers to families in
unlikely locations (hair salons, barber shops,
Laundromats, taxis, grocery stores, corner
markets)
8. Apply for home visiting funding upon availability

GREAT START SANILAC STRATEGIC PLAN 2017-2019

Meeting funds
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Numbers of families supported
by evidence based home visiting
programs will increase from

current 25%
The EC community is always
ready to apply for funding to
support evidence based Home
Visiting programs

9. When funding becomes available, increase
evidence based home visiting programming to
assist parents in assuring their children are
reaching developmental milestones adequately
preparing them to be successful readers

Home Visiting Focus
Group/GSC Dir/GSC
PL/Parents

Upon receipt of
funding

Financial
monitoring

10.
Continue bi-annual meetings of the Home
Visiting Focus Group to insure optimum Home
Visiting Programming for local families with
young children

Home Visiting Focus
Group

March and September
each year

Meeting supports

11.
Recruit parents and providers who represent
the diversity of the area and programs and
services targeted, to ensure equal representation
and engagement

School Readiness
Ongoing as different
Advisory
players emerge but at
Committee/EC
least annually
Specialist/EC
Contact/GSC PC/
GS2Q/GSC Staff
Root Cause Addressed:

Strategy 2:

Provide early literacy opportunities for families
to engage in daily to increase children’s
kindergarten readiness utilizing Parent
Coalition leaders and Liaison.

Activities (small wins promoting the strategy and
addresses root causes)
2. Increase parents and professionals awareness of
the importance of daily literacy moments
through social media, Reach Out and Read sites,
and radio broadcasts
3. Identify technology that guides parents through
developmental milestones (Text4Baby); provide
links on the GSC website and promote via social
GREAT START SANILAC STRATEGIC PLAN 2017-2019

Printing, staff time

Home visiting programs will be
supported and remain connected
to our goal to assure all children
are developmentally ready to
succeed in school at time of
school entry
The participants within the EC
community will reflect the
diverse populations in Sanilac
County

Performance Measure:

Prioritized root causes related to the objective
and addressed by this strategy:

(Outcomes for strategy 2):

Persons or Groups
Responsible
ROAR Team/GSC PL/
GSC Dir/GSC PC

Target Dates

Resources Needed

Annually 2017-2020 at
each source

Parents/Radio
time/respected
leader voices

PL/PC/GSC
Dir/Technology
support

2017

Technology/Parent
support

Some families are not preparing children
for kindergarten by providing consistent
exposure to books and songs in daily
routines. (Connections)

Local families will have increased daily literacy
opportunities to engage their children and
promote reading proficiency.
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Progress Measures (outputs of
activities):
Awareness of the importance of
daily literacy grows in the
community
Links embedded on GSC website
for apps that promote
developmental appropriateness

media networks
4. GS Parent Coalition conducts a book drive to
populate mini libraries all over the county in
places children and parents naturally gather
(Laundromats, hair salons, taxis, buses, waiting
rooms, grocery stores)

GS PC/PL/GSC
Partners

2017-2020

Book storage
facility/Book racks

One book drive and mini library
location established each year

PC/PL/GSC

2017-2020

Collection and
display supplies

A minimum of 1 business
annually will conduct book
collection and/or provide library
display area

5. Partner with Great Start to Quality Resource
Center to provide trainings to parents and
childcare providers who wish to create literacy
rich environments

GS2QRC/PL/PC/
Childcare providers

Yearly 2017-2020

Building,
advertising, parent
barrier supports

10 parents and 4 childcare
providers will attend literacy
trainings per year

6. Great Start Parent Coalition with the support of
the Great Start Collaborative will seek
opportunities to partner with others to promote
early literacy (Libraries, Miss Sanilac Scholarship
Program, Sanilac Historic Village and Museum)
and record outreach events

PC/PL/GSC

Ongoing 2017-2020

Parent barrier
elimination fund

Log showing parents and
collaborative members, who they
met with and what information
they received

7. Great Start Collaborative and Parent Coalition
will continue to support the Great Start
Preschool Scholarship Program as follows:

PC/PL/GSC

Yearly 2017-2020

a. Parent Coalition conducts annual fund
raisers

PL/PC

Ongoing 2017-2020

Advertising, rental
fees

Increase in PSSP funds each year

b. Parent Liaison will assure submission of
annual grant applications

PL

Annually according to
grant app due dates

Date & technical
staff time

Funds will be available to
continue supporting the PSSP

c. Preschool Scholarship Committee will review
and approve updated PSSP documents and
qualifiers annually

PSSP Committee

August of each year

Meeting costs,
printing

All PSSP materials are updated
for each school year

PC/PL/ Community

Ongoing 2017-2020

Printing/FB boosts

Log showing where parents and

a. Ensure community wide support by
recruiting a variety of businesses, agencies
and individuals to collect books and host
mini libraries

8. Great Start Coalition Parents will promote access
GREAT START SANILAC STRATEGIC PLAN 2017-2019
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to quality preschool experiences via
neighborhoods, local organizations and groups
they are affiliated with, social media, and family
members

parent liaison went, who they
met with, and what information
they shared

Methods:
a. Share informational materials (What quality
childcare and preschool is, PSSP and how to
apply, GSRP, Head Start, and Star Rating
access through the Great Start to Quality
website)
• Videos & pamphlets available from
GS2Q

PC/GSC
membership/ GS2Q

Ongoing 2017-2020

Printing, mailing
costs

More parents in the community
will know about the PSSP and
quality childcare

b. Record/write testimonials for play on radio,
in newsletters, and YouTube video clips
regarding the positive impact a quality
experience has made in the life of their child

PC/PL

2 testimonials each
year 2017-2020

Radio fees,
advertising, Booth
rental fees

Increased community
understanding of the importance
of quality preschool experiences

Strategy 3:

Root Cause Addressed:

Performance Measures:

Conduct an annual review of progress towards
our goals.

Prioritized root causes related to the objective
and addressed by this strategy:

(Outcome for strategy 3):

Activities (small wins promoting the strategy and
addresses root causes)
4. Each year workgroups will evaluate their
progress against the strategic plan action steps
and determine merits of continuing and report
progress (accomplishments and supporting data)
and make recommendation to the full body of
the Great Start Collaborative:
m. Continue strategy and action steps as
planned
n. Continue strategy with modifications
o. Suggest strategy & action step modifications.

Persons or Groups
Responsible
Each of the 5
workgroups & GSC

Resources Needed

GREAT START SANILAC STRATEGIC PLAN 2017-2019

Actions without progress are
discouraging and pointless. (Mindsets)
Target Dates
Each May in 2017,
2018, 2019 & 2020

The Early Childhood System for Sanilac will be
effective working efficiently and making progress
toward their goal of increased numbers of
successful students at the end of third grade.
Technical design to
create progress
chart.
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Progress Measures (outputs of
activities):
The Early Childhood System will
demonstrate progress with a
tracking device and more
children will be entering
kindergarten prepared to
succeed.

p. Abandon plan and solicit assistance with
development of new strategy and action
steps.

GREAT START SANILAC STRATEGIC PLAN 2017-2019
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Early Childhood Action Agenda E - Sanilac Great Start Collaborative

Targeting the following early childhood outcomes:

Addresses the following early childhood components:

Children are born healthy.

Physical Health

Children are healthy, thriving, and developmentally on track from birth to third grade.

Social and Emotional Health

Children are developmentally ready to succeed in school at time of school entry.

Parent Education

Children are prepared to succeed in fourth grade and beyond by reading proficiently by the end of
third grade.

Early Education and Care
Family Supports and Basic Needs

% and # of children not reaching targeted outcome(s), broken down by demographics when possible (Targeted Problem(s)):
In 2014 Sanilac experienced 7.3% of births were to teens, which was higher than the state rate of 7%.
Goal related to the targeted problem(s) (mega-headline):
We will promote prenatal services to increase the number of young mothers accessing those supports.
Objective related to the goal (headline):
The connections between pregnant teens and local prenatal supports are minimal.
Strategy 1:
Root Cause Addressed:
Performance Measures:

Increase the number of teen mothers accessing
local prenatal supports.

Prioritized root causes related to the objective
and addressed by this strategy:

Teen mothers will have increased touchpoints for
accessing prenatal support information and
resources.

Activities (small wins promoting the strategy and
addresses root causes)
1. Initiate a GSC workgroup populated by
representatives from all agencies who provide
prenatal supports in the county including area
hospitals and at least 2 pregnant teens

Persons or Groups
Responsible
GSC P&FH
Workgroup

Target Dates

Resources Needed

March 2017

Teen barrier
supports

GSC workgroup

November 2017

GSC P&FH
workgroup

September 2017

Information on
prenatal resources/
Secretarial support
Graphics, printing
supports, Packet
supplies,
Technology consult

a. Revise Family Resource Guide to include
Prenatal Section
2. Create a “catalog” and packet of prenatal
supports with invite to Community Baby
Shower, Text4Baby app sign up, Walmart &
Kmart Registry (MIHP, WIC, EHS, PAT, Baby
Pantry, SCHD, HS, GSRP, EO and Docs)
GREAT START SANILAC STRATEGIC PLAN 2017-2019

Connections to teen mothers are barred
by the absence of obstetric doctors
within our county.
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Progress Measures (outputs of
activities):
Group meets- develop catalog
contents/proposed packet
content
Prenatal section submitted for
inclusion to the Family Resource
Guide
Catalogs and packets completed

information included
3. Initiate dialogue with OB doctors in neighboring
counties who are providing prenatal health care
to our teens

P&FH workgroup/GS March 2018
Dir

Mileage, packets,
catalogs

Group develops list of OB doctors
to outreach to and contacts one
in 2 different counties

a. Explore what their current referral process
is for our teens

P&FH workgroup/GS May 2018
Dir

Tracking graph

List of referral processes used by
2 out of county OB doctors

b. Increase the Doctor’s and his/her staff’s
knowledge of Sanilac’s prenatal supports
and how to refer patients to these

P&FH workgroup/GS September 2018
Dir

Mileage, meeting
resources

Alliance formed with 2 out of
county OB doctors’ offices

c. Provide catalogs for them to disseminate to
teen mothers residing in Sanilac County

P&FH workgroup/GS December 2018
Dir

Mileage, Prenatal
Resources packets

GS Dir/P&FH
workgroup

November 2017

Mileage, meeting
resources

GS Dir/P&FH
workgroup

February 2018

Catalogs & CoS
guides, mileage

P&FH workgroup

June 2018

Mileage, staff time

2 out of county OB doctors will
be disseminating Prenatal
support info to Sanilac teen
moms
2 High School Counselors
engaged in dialogue of how to
better connect teen moms to
local prenatal resources
2 High School Counselors
disseminating prenatal info to
teen moms
Recruit support from one
business in promoting prenatal
supports to young mothers

4. Outreach to high school counselors to
determine if and how they refer pregnant
students to Sanilac’s prenatal supports
a. Provide High School Counselors with
catalogs and the CoS guides
5. Seek partnership with stores (Kmart/Walmart)
who offer Baby Registries in providing
resources to pregnant women and teens
Strategy 2:

Root Causes Addressed:

Performance Measures:

Familiarize the community and all service
providers with all prenatal supports available
within the county.

Prioritized root causes related to the objective
and addressed by this strategy:

(Outcomes for Strategy 2)

Activities (small wins promoting the strategy and
addresses root causes)
1. Develop list of agencies and organizations for
outreach in promoting prenatal supports

Persons or Groups
Target Dates
Responsible
P&FH workgroup/GS September 2018
PL/GS Dir

Resources Needed
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Area providers have little knowledge of
available prenatal supports

Area front line service providers will have
increased knowledge of what prenatal supports
are available and how to connect young mothers
with those resources
Flyers, printing,
mileage
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Progress Measures (outputs of
activities):
List for outreach developed

2. Outreach to agencies identified to increase those
service agencies participation in the planning,
promoting and hosting the following activities:
• Community Baby Shower
• Service Expo – MSUE asked to join plan tem
in 2018
• Parent University
• Healthy Lifestyles
• Community Diaper Drive
• Baby Pantry
• Children’s Champion

P&FH workgroup/GS January 2019
Staff/Prenatal
support providers/
GS2QRC

Promo materials
for all events

Number of participating agencies
for each of the events increased

3. Invite agencies with prenatal supports to host
the Local Interagency Coordinating Council
portion of the GSC meetings to increase the EC
communities understanding of the prenatal
services and how to help connect them with
those who might benefit

GS Dir/GSC/P&FH
workgroup

Staff, invitations

LICC hosted by at least 2 prenatal
agencies per year

Strategy 3:

September 2017

Root Causes Addressed:

Performance Measures:

Conduct an annual review of progress towards
our goals.

Prioritized root causes related to the objective
and addressed by this strategy:

(outcomes of strategy 2):

Activities (small wins promoting the strategy and
addresses root causes)
5. Each year workgroups will evaluate their
progress against the strategic plan action steps
and determine merits of continuing and report
progress (accomplishments and supporting data)
and make recommendation to the full body of
the Great Start Collaborative:
q. Continue strategy and action steps as
planned
r. Continue strategy with modifications
s. Suggest strategy & action step modifications.

Persons or Groups
Responsible
Each of the 5
workgroups & GSC

Resources Needed
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Actions without progress are
discouraging and pointless. (Mindsets)
Target Dates
Each May in 2017,
2018, 2019 & 2020

The Early Childhood System for Sanilac will be
effective working efficiently and making progress
toward their goal of increased numbers of
successful students at the end of third grade.
Technical design to
create progress
chart.
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Progress Measures (outputs of
activities):
The Early Childhood System will
demonstrate progress with a
tracking device and more
children will be entering
kindergarten prepared to
succeed.

t.

Abandon plan and solicit assistance with
development of new strategy and action
steps.
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Early Childhood Action Agenda F – Sanilac Great Start Collaborative – Outcome 3

Targeting the following early childhood outcomes:

Addresses the following early childhood components:

Children are born healthy.

Physical Health

Children are healthy, thriving, and developmentally on track from birth to third grade.

Social and Emotional Health

Children are developmentally ready to succeed in school at time of school entry.

Parent Education

Children are prepared to succeed in fourth grade and beyond by reading proficiently by the end of
third grade.

Early Education and Care
Family Supports and Basic Needs

% and # of children not reaching targeted outcome(s), broken down by demographics when possible (Targeted Problem(s)):
55% of local childcare providers are not actively participating in Great Start to Quality Self-Assessment Survey support program. (GS2Q-ER,RC 6/6/16)
Goal related to the targeted problem(s) (mega-headline):
1. Ensure the coordination and expansion of the local early childhood infrastructure and programs to allow every child in the community to be
developmentally ready to succeed in school at the time of school entry. *
Objective related to the goal (headline):
1. Advise in improvements to joint recruitment and enrollment.
2. Increase awareness, use, and success of joint recruitment and enrollment for publicly-funded programs.
3. Review the components of the Great Start Readiness Program and make recommendations.
System Change Characteristics from ABLe Change – MSU include: Components – Connections – Regulations – Resources – Power – Mindsets
Strategy 1:
Root Causes Addressed:
Performance Measures:

Convene a workgroup focused on making
recommendations of community services that
support all children’s school readiness, also
serving as an advisory group to the Great Start
Readiness Program.

Prioritized root causes related to the objective
and addressed by this strategy:

(Outcomes of strategy 1):

Activities (small wins promoting the strategy and
addresses root causes)
1. Recruit parents, providers, and community
members who represent the diversity of the
area and programs and services, to ensure equal
representation and engagement on the School
Readiness Advisory Committee
• CBOs/Centers invited & invited to trainings
• Provide access to lending library
• Include regular participation in distribution

Persons or Groups
Responsible
SISD/GSRP/ECC/
ECS/GSC

Resources Needed
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Many families are frustrated with the
enrollment process for Head Start and
GSRP (Regulations)
Target Dates

An active school readiness advisory committee,
meeting regularly and addressing all required
tasks.

Meeting space and
investment by
Parents,
administrators and
staff of private
preschool,
GSRP& HS
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Progress Measures (outputs of
activities):
Roster of committee members
Committee meets regularly as
required by legislation as
witnessed by meeting agendas,
minutes

lists
Legislation and
Committee requirements
2. Update committee requirements as directed by
GSC Coordinator
December 2016 and
GSRP Manual
document
legislation (32d/32p) and the GSRP
ECS / GSRP-C
yearly there after
Implementation Manual
Recommendations document
May 2017 and yearly Individual to track
3. School Readiness Advisory Committee brings
SISD ECS
meetings
there after
recommendations to the GSC
Meeting agenda, minutes
May 2017 and yearly GSC Meeting time
4. Recommendations are shared with the SISD and
SISD ECS
there after
GSRP Administrators
Updated intake form completed
5. Update and change county preschool intake
SISD ECS & HS
March 2018
form (change name of form and make more
family friendly)
Goal related to the targeted problem(s) (mega-headline):
2. Collaborate with Great Start to Quality Resource Centers in the recruitment and engagement of licensed and registered providers to both participate in
Great Start to Quality, as well as achieve higher levels of quality.
Objective related to the goal (headline):
Increase the number of Sanilac County childcare providers who participate in Great Start to Quality
System Change Characteristics from ABLe Change – MSU include: Components – Connections – Regulations – Resources – Power – Mindsets
Strategy 1:
Root Causes Addressed:
Performance Outcomes:

Work with the GS2QRC to develop Peer
Learning Communities among area providers

Prioritized root causes related to the objective
and addressed by this strategy:

(Outcomes of strategy 1):

Activities (small wins promoting the strategy and
addresses root causes)
1a. Recruit parents and providers who represent the
diversity of the area and programs and services
targeted, to ensure equal representation and
engagement.
• CBOs/Centers invited & invited to trainings
• Provide access to lending library
• Include regular participation in distribution
list

Persons or Groups
Responsible
SRAC

Target Dates

Resources Needed

Ongoing
Workgroups & Admin2 times/year (Oct &
Apr)
Teacher Data- 3
times/year
(Dec/Feb/Apr)

Space/refreshment
Time/education
opportunities to
build relationships

May 2018

Training on
mapping

September 2017

Multitude of
communication

1b. Geographically map out licensed child care
providers in Sanilac County
1c. If gaps, share need through community resources
(e.g. Facebook, newspaper, DHHS, GS2QRC)
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Many providers do not see the benefits
of participating in GS2Q (Mindset)

GSC Coordinator
and GS2QRC
Director
SRAC

Peer Learning Communities are initiated and
begin communicating regularly
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Progress Measures (outputs of
activities):
# of providers participating
# of providers in each STAR rating
category increase annually
Roster of committee members
Committee meets regularly as
required by legislation as
witnessed by meeting agendas &
minutes
Map of providers
Facebook posts and responses
Communication with and through

Strategy 2:

Promote the usage of the GS2QRC
Lending Library materials
Activities (small wins promoting the strategy and
addresses root causes)
2a. GSC members discuss ideas for better usage of
materials
• Distribute Lending Library flyer to
HS/GSRP/schools/Providers/EHS/PAT
2b. The location of Lending Library materials will be
moved to a more accessible place.
2c. Options will be explored for housing some
lending materials at other local locations visited by
parents (e.g. Baby Pantry)
• Determine a check out process for Lending
Library materials
Strategy 3:

Root Causes Addressed:

Prioritized root causes related to the objective
and addressed by this strategy:

Lending Library materials are not
accessible (Component)
Persons or Groups
Target Dates
Responsible
GSC Chair
October 2017

GSC Coordinator

October 2018

GS2QRC

April 2017

Root Causes Addressed:

mediums

community resources
Performance Measures:

(Outcomes of strategy 2):

Increase usage of Lending Library
materials by a variety of people
Resources Needed

Progress Measures (outputs of
activities):

Meeting time

List of ideas generated

Space

Lending Library is moved

Locations, space

Locations of lending materials

Performance Measures:

Incorporate Strengthening Families Framework
(SFF)

Prioritized root causes related to the objective
and addressed by this strategy:

(Outcomes of strategy 3):

Activities (small wins promoting the strategy and
addresses root causes)
3a. Parent Liaison attends SFF training
3b. Strengthening Families Framework is shared with
parents and child care providers
3c. Strengthening Families survey is completed

Persons or Groups
Responsible
Parent Liaison
Parent Liaison and
GS2QRC
Parent Liaison

Target Dates

Resources Needed

TBD by ECIC (2016-17)
After 3a. training

SF Training
Opportunities to
share
SF Survey
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Lack of knowledge of how trauma
effects children and ways to help
families reduce effects (SFF) (Resources)

TBD by ECIC ’17-18

More parents and providers will be familiar with
Strengthening Families Framework
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Progress Measures (outputs of
activities):
Attendance at SFF Training
# of parents/providers attending
# of surveys distributed
# of surveys completed

Early Childhood Action Agenda G - Sanilac Great Start Collaborative

Targeting the following early childhood outcomes:

Addresses the following early childhood components:

Children are born healthy.

Pediatric and Family Health

Children are healthy, thriving, and developmentally on track from birth to third grade.

Social and Emotional Health

Children are developmentally ready to succeed in school at time of school entry.

Parenting Leadership

Children are prepared to succeed in fourth grade and beyond by reading proficiently by the end of
third grade.

Child Care and Early Learning
Family Support

% and # of children not reaching targeted outcome(s), broken down by demographics when possible (Targeted Problem(s)):
50 parents of 2,701 children under the age of 5 in Sanilac County (US Census 2016) have participated in Great Start Collaborative events this past year.
Goal related to the targeted problem(s) (mega-headline):

G. Support local families with the five protective factors as listed in Strengthening Families Framework.
Objective related to the goal (headline):
To gain concrete ideas about how the protective factors can be supported through small but significant changes

Strategy 1: Bring awareness of the

Prioritized root causes related to the
objective and addressed by this strategy:

Performance Measures (outcomes of strategy 1):

Activities (small wins promoting the strategy and
addresses root causes)
Kid’s Zoo, Sandusky

Persons or Groups
Responsible
GSPC

Target Dates

Resources Needed

1/20/18

Pre-K Round up, Croswell

GSPC

3/19/18

Parent University, Croswell

GSPC/GSC

4/21/18

Thumbfest Kids Day, Sandusky

GSPC

6/23/18

Admission & food,
printing costs, gas
card
Printing &
giveaways
Childcare,
giveaways,
printing, food,
speakers, gas cards
Printing, supplies,
giveaways

existence of the Parent Coalition in
Sanilac County.
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Current Parent Coalition members conduct
outreach with the Parent Liaison at various
school and local events.
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Progress Measures (outputs of
activities):
28 new families reached
15 new families reached
50 families trained

20 new families reached

Strategy 2: Parent Coalition members will

Prioritized root causes related to the
objective and addressed by this strategy:

Performance Measures (outcomes of strategy 2):

Activities (small wins promoting the strategy and
addresses root causes)
Kid’s Zoo, Sandusky

Persons or Groups
Responsible
GSPC

Target Dates

Resources Needed

1/20/18

Pre-K Round up, Croswell

GSPC

3/19/18

Parent University, Croswell

GSPC/GSC

4/21/18

Thumbfest Kids Day, Sandusky

GSPC

6/23/18

Strategy 3: Parent Coalition members will

Prioritized root causes related to the
objective and addressed by this strategy:

Admission & food,
printing costs, gas
card
Printing &
15 new families reached
giveaways
Childcare,
50 families trained
giveaways,
printing, food,
speakers, gas cards
Printing, supplies,
20 new families reached
giveaways
Performance Measures (outcomes of strategy 3):

Activities (small wins promoting the strategy and
addresses root causes)
Kid’s Zoo, Sandusky
Pre-K Roundup, Croswell
Parent University, Croswell
Thumbfest Kid’s Day, Sandusky

Persons or Groups
Target Dates
Responsible
GSPC
1/20/18
GSPC
3/19/18
GSPC
4/21/18
GSPC
6/23/18
Prioritized root causes related to the
objective and addressed by this strategy:

be able to give an explanation to other
parents about the purpose of the Parent
Coalition.

be empowered to conduct outreach to
other parents within their communities.

Strategy 4:

Grow the Parent Coalition.
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A Parent Coalition Mission Statement was
created.
Progress Measures (outputs of
activities):
28 new families reached

Business cards will be created with the
Parent Coalition Mission Statement,
Facebook Page information, Great Start
web address and contact information for
the Parent Liaison.
Resources Needed

Progress Measures (outputs of
activities):
Business cards
20 business cards handed out
Business cards
10 business cards handed out
Business cards
30 business cards handed out
Business cards
10 business cards handed out
Performance Measures (outcomes of strategy 4):

Current Parent Coalition members will
receive recognition for bringing potential
members to events.
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Activities (small wins promoting the strategy and
addresses root causes)
Parent Meeting/Café
Parent Meeting/Café
Parent Meeting/Café
Parent Meeting/Café
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Persons or Groups
Responsible
GSPC
GSPC
GSPC
GSPC

Target Dates

Resources Needed

2/2/18
5/4/18
9/7/18
12/7/18

Gift card
Gift card
Gift card
Gift card
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Progress Measures (outputs of
activities):
Incentive to bring friends
Incentive to bring friends
Incentive to bring friends
Incentive to bring friends

Financing & Fund Development
The Sanilac County Great Start Collaborative has demonstrated a history of sharing resources to build and maintain an early
childhood system. Agencies have provided multiple levels of meaningful support, some provide in-kind supports and others
amend programs to focus on children of underserved ages and locations. Great Start partners frequently collaborate through
assessing, planning, providing leadership, guidance, sharing space, seeking funding and developing new programs. We are
collectively continually in search of ways to increase efficiency by preventing duplication of services, growth of evidence based
home visiting programs and sustained funding. This collaboration extends to neighboring counties through shared services,
events, professional development and parent education opportunities.
Recently, our early childhood community initiated a focus team to support the home visiting programs designed for families
with children under the age of eight available to our community. We completed a home visiting needs assessment. Through
that we were able to:
•
•
•
•
•

Engage key stakeholders
Identify strengths and assets in place to support the evidence based home visiting programs
Compile a list of risk factors and population data
Set goals for future supports
Finally, seek funding to grow those programs that best meet the identified needs of our community with evidence
based home visiting programs so that more children are fully prepared to succeed when entering the kindergarten
door.

The team went through strategic planning process which included an assessment of funding needs. A plan to strengthen fund
development activities was created based on the fund assessment, review of budget resources, and analysis of changes in the
funding mechanism (32p Block Grant). All components of our plan have been written to allow the Great Start Collaborative
members to respond to funding changes, emerging needs, and new opportunities.
Sanilac Great Start Collaborative has adopted the following operating procedures for financing purposes:
1. Sanilac Great Start Collaborative will continue to follow funding and budgeting protocols set forth by the Sanilac
Intermediate School District.
2. Priorities of donations and grants will be applied to the following current projects unless otherwise determined by the
GSC Executive Team, presented for approval to the Sanilac Great Start Collaborative membership, or approved by the
Sanilac ISD Superintendent or Board:
• Great Start Collaborative Preschool Scholarship Program
• Parents As Teachers Evidence Based Home Visiting Program
• Parent driven early literacy supports
• Great Start/Parents As Teachers Playgroups
Sanilac Great Start Collaborative will continue ongoing development of financial resources that promote our vision that all
children are safe, healthy and ready to succeed in school and life by reading proficiently by the end of third grade. All possible
funding options that allow this to become our community’s reality will be explored and sought after. Finances will be handled
efficiently and with consideration of effectiveness and used to support our most at-risk families first.

GREAT START SANILAC STRATEGIC PLAN 2017-2019
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Parent Letter
What does Great Start Collaborative mean to me? It means being part of a family. Being a parent involved with
Great Start has given me a sense of security I didn’t have before. Any time I have a question I can count on them to find
an answer, or someone else that can. They have given me so much confidence not only in myself, but also in my
parenting abilities. My friends and family have always told me that my son is doing “just fine” and that he is very smart.
However, to hear it from someone who really knows the facts on developmental appropriateness is truly reassuring. I
enjoy participating in the Great Start Collaborative. I am especially thankful for the Parents as Teachers program. Mrs.
Jen comes out to our home for one hour a month and sits on the living room floor with my son and I. She really has
gotten to know us personally. I love all of the different games and info Mrs. Jen brings over, I always keep the
information not only to look back at but, to also share with other families that may need it. Mrs. Jen does an amazing
job, you can tell she loves what she does. Great Start not only works with my son but also with me as a parent. If I ever
need help with getting information about anything that I may need they are more than glad to help. I hope that
someday there are more families that can get involved.
I love all of the different things we do as a group with our Great Start network and the education my son
receives while participating, even if the kids don’t see it, getting the opportunity to be exposed to different places and
experience, is education in itself. Socializing is very important to us. At Great Start playgroups I get the chance to talk
with other parents. We find ourselves giving each other advice and encouragement.
I wish there were more families able to be involved with Great Start, especially those families that may be
feeling just a little unsure if they are doing what is best for their child. Sometimes all a parent needs is to hear is, “you
are doing a good job”, and that is the number one thing I get from Great Start. There are a lot of people in our county
that may not even know about Great Start. However, I feel that we are working hard on getting our name out there as
more and more families get involved. This growth shows that there is truly a need for Great Start and the Parents as
Teachers program. After all, a child’s parent is their
first and most important teacher. Many families may
not know what their child needs to know to be ready
for preschool. This program helps with school
readiness and other child related issues for families
with children ages birth to five.
Parents like being reassured that their child is
meeting milestones. Great Start is there for that
reassurance as well as if a family needs extra help.
Sincerely,
Stephanie Jewitt

GREAT START SANILAC STRATEGIC PLAN 2017-2019
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Appendix B

System Scan Results
Mega-Headlines
Some families have limited
access to services and
community resources.
Some families have limited
access to services and
community resources.
Some families have limited
access to services and
community resources.

Headlines
Some families are not
accessing community services
that are available
Some organizations have
regulations which result in
family needs being unmet.
Some families are not
accessing community services
that are available.

Root Causes
Families are unaware of what
they need and what to ask for

Some families have limited
access to services and
community resources.
Some families have limited
access to services and
community resources.

Some families are not
accessing community services
that are available.
Some individuals lack
resources including knowledge
and/or awareness of services
provided within their
community and how to access
them
Some organizations have
regulations that result in
family needs being unmet.
The range of and amount of
services are not meeting the
needs of families
Individuals without affordable,
reliable personal
transportation are challenged
by the large size of county,
limited and costly public
transportation services and
conflicting personal schedules
Some individuals lack
resources including knowledge
and/or awareness of services
provided within their
community and how to access
them

Family dynamic changes are
difficult to track

Some individuals lack
resources including knowledge
and/or awareness of services
provided within their
community and how to access
them
Some organizations have
regulations which result in

Families and service providers
are not aware of all supports
available

Some families have limited
access to services and
community resources
Some families have limited
access to services and
community resources
Some families have limited
access to services and
community resources

Some families have limited
access to services and
community resources

Some families have limited
access to services and
community resources

Some families have limited
access to services and
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Info requirements differ from
agency to agency.
No central dispatch for
services

211 not utilized fully by
providers and families

Strategies
*Education and advertisement
process in place
*Create video loop to play
*Require 211 updates
regularly
*Improve internet through
Google filters/keywords
*ISD take calls and on-line
referral forms then distribute
to appropriate agency

*Identify database manager
*Initiate a central call center
for parents seeking referrals

Provider focus on forms rather
than family
Agency supports are limited
Not sufficient sources of
transportation

*Car pooling
*Meet for brainstorming ideas
*Collaborate w/agencies
(Sanilac Transportation…)

Families are unaware of what
they need and what to ask for

*Initiate universal referral
forms for DHHS, SCHD, CMH,
etc.
*Connections become service
providers responsibility
*Provide a community
calendar on a website
*Initiate universal referral
forms with client permission to
share w/checked agencies

Access requirement and
criteria rules change and are
59

community resources
Some families have limited
access to services and
community resources

family needs being unmet
Some individuals lack
resources including knowledge
and/or awareness of services
provided within their
community and how to access
them
Some agencies requirements
are costly, cumbersome and
limit access
Some individuals lack
resources including knowledge
and/or awareness of services
provided within their
community and how to access
them
Individuals without affordable,
reliable personal
transportation are challenged
by the large size of Sanilac,
limited and costly public
transportation services and
conflicting personal schedules
Individuals without affordable,
reliable personal
transportation are challenged
by the large size of Sanilac,
limited and costly public
transportation services and
conflicting personal schedules
Some agencies requirements
are costly, cumbersome and
limit access

not conveyed to all parties
Families are unaware of what
they need and what to ask for

Bus and taxi fares are too
expensive

Some families have limited
access to services and
community resources

Some agencies requirements
are costly, cumbersome and
limit access
Some individuals lack
resources including knowledge
and/or awareness of services
provided within their
community and how to access
them
The range of and amount of
services are not meeting the
needs of families

Some families have limited
access to services and
community resources
Some families have limited
access to services and
community resources
Some families have limited
access to services and
community resources

The range of and amount of
services are not meeting the
needs of families
The range of and amount of
services are not meeting the
needs of families
The range of and amount of
services are not meeting the
needs of families

Services are centralized

Some families have limited
access to services and
community resources
Some families have limited
access to services and
community resources

Some families have limited
access to services and
community resources

Some families have limited
access to services and
community resources

Some families have limited
access to services and
community resources
Some families have limited
access to services and
community resources
Some families have limited
access to services and
community resources
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*Get the word out: Ads, flyers,
use various media

Not sufficient sources of
transportation
Some families are not aware of
available resources

*Conduct community outreach
*Provide family practitioners
with info to disseminate

Distance between towns, drive
times are prohibitive

*Services need to be at
different times (staggered
times) throughout the county
*STC representative at GSC

Individuals lack affordable or
reliable transportation

*Some services could be
offered as online training or
information for families to
access around their schedules
*Promote through social
media

Cost prohibitive

*Provide reduced
transportation fares to families
in need
*Ask agencies to coordinate
appointment times
*Provide reduced
transportation fares to families
in need
*Offer budgeting assistance to
families

Families need budgeting
assistance

Families are over scheduled
and overworked

Times of public transportation
don’t meet families scheduling
needs
Evening transportation is
limited and costly

*Some services could be
offered as online training or
information for families to
access around their schedules
*Offer services in a variety of
locations where masses reside

*Some services could be
offered as online training or
information for families to
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Some families have limited
access to services and
community resources
Some families have limited
access to services and
community resources

Some families have limited
access to services and
community resources
Some families have limited
access to services and
community resources
Some families have limited
access to services and
community resources
Some families have limited
access to services and
community resources
Some services are not
responsive to family needs nor
reflect family input
Some services are not
responsive to family needs nor
reflect family input
Some services are not
responsive to family needs nor
reflect family input

Some services are not
responsive to family needs nor
reflect family input

Some services are not
responsive to family needs nor
reflect family input
Some services are not
responsive to family needs nor
reflect family input

Some services are not
responsive to family needs nor
reflect family input

Some services are not
responsive to family needs nor

The range of and amount of
services are not meeting the
needs of families
Some individuals lack
resources including knowledge
and/or awareness of services
provided within their
community and how to access
them
The range of and amount of
services are not meeting the
needs of families
The range of and amount of
services are not meeting the
needs of families
The range of and amount of
services are not meeting the
needs of families
The range of and amount of
services are not meeting the
needs of families
Some organizations/agencies
are not adequately seeking
family input
Many agencies lack resources
for gathering input from
families
Some families are not
provided family friendly or
quality services due to past
negative experiences with
providers or provider’s
negative attitudes
Some families are not
provided family friendly or
quality services due to past
negative experiences with
providers or provider’s
negative attitudes
Gathering input from families
is inconsistent among agencies

Volunteer driving services are
lacking

Some families are not
provided family friendly or
quality services due to past
negative experiences with
providers or provider’s
negative attitudes
Some families are not
provided family friendly or
quality services due to past
negative experiences with
providers or provider’s
negative attitudes
Some organizations/agencies
are not adequately seeking

Low pay rates and benefits
lead to poor attitudes
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access around their schedules

Service providers are not
aware of all services

Not sufficient sources of
transportation
Times of public transportation
don’t meet families scheduling
needs
Services are centralized

*Additional home visiting
program opportunities which
overcome the long waitlists

Programs for mild delays have
long wait lists

*Increase funding to PAT

Planning happening without
family input

*Create focus groups of
families to design topics/
locations/times of material

System is controlled by
funding streams which limits
utilization of family input
Personal communication skills
lacking for both providers and
parents

Provider goals don’t align with
families

Parent participation not valued
sufficiently

Providers are often not
adequately trained in public
relations

Provider goals don’t align with
families
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reflect family input
Some services are not
responsive to family needs nor
reflect family input

family input
Some organizations/agencies
are not adequately seeking
family input

Some services are not
responsive to family needs nor
reflect family input

Some families are not
provided family friendly or
quality services due to past
negative experiences with
providers or provider’s
negative attitudes
Some families are not
provided family friendly or
quality services due to past
negative experiences with
providers or provider’s
negative attitudes
Some families are not
provided family friendly or
quality services due to past
negative experiences with
providers or provider’s
negative attitudes
Some families are not
provided family friendly or
quality services due to past
negative experiences with
providers or provider’s
negative attitudes
Some families are not
provided family friendly or
quality services due to past
negative experiences with
providers or provider’s
negative attitudes
Some families are not
provided family friendly or
quality services due to past
negative experiences with
providers or provider’s
negative attitudes
Some providers are not
communicating with each
other about their programs
and services
Some providers are not
communicating with each
other about their programs
and services
Some providers are not
coordinating services for
families

Agencies are understaffed and
overworked

Some providers are not
coordinating services for
families

No central dispatch for
services

Some services are not
responsive to family needs nor
reflect family input

Some services are not
responsive to family needs nor
reflect family input

Some services are not
responsive to family needs nor
reflect family input

Some services are not
responsive to family needs nor
reflect family input

Some services are not
responsive to family needs nor
reflect family input

There are barriers to
collaboration between
agencies and coordination of
services
There are barriers to
collaboration between
agencies and coordination of
services
There are barriers to
collaboration between
agencies and coordination of
services
There are barriers to
collaboration between
agencies and coordination of
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Service providers are not
collecting ongoing parent
input

Lack of a personal connection
between providers and family
members

High staff turnover

*Increase provider knowledge
of SF/Protective Factors
benefits
*Offer incentives for bringing
parents to GSC

*EC Community invest in
Strengthening Families
trainings
*Use SF materials and
language at all EC gatherings
(Model)

Lack of preparation time

Past negative experiences with
providers

Providers lack sensitivity or
empathy

Communication among groups
is not happening (Timing of
events)
Access requirements and
criteria rules change and are
not conveyed to all parties
Volunteers are not aware of
opportunities to help families

*Can agencies other than CMH
arrange for free transport via
bus through an inter-agency
agreement?
*Reach out to retired
community for volunteer
services
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services
There are barriers to
collaboration between
agencies and coordination of
services
There are barriers to
collaboration between
agencies and coordination of
services
There are barriers to
collaboration between
agencies and coordination of
services
There are barriers to
collaboration between
agencies and coordination of
services
There are barriers to
collaboration between
agencies and coordination of
services
There are barriers to
collaboration between
agencies and coordination of
services
There are barriers to
collaboration between
agencies and coordination of
services
There are barriers to
collaboration between
agencies and coordination of
services
There are barriers to
collaboration between
agencies and coordination of
services
There are barriers to
collaboration between
agencies and coordination of
services
There are barriers to
collaboration between
agencies and coordination of
services
There are barriers to
collaboration between
agencies and coordination of
services
There are barriers to
collaboration between
agencies and coordination of
services
There are barriers to
collaboration between
agencies and coordination of
services

Some providers are not
communicating with each
other about their programs
and services
Some providers are not
coordinating services for
families

Unclear qualifications criteria

Some providers are not
coordinating services for
families

Focus on individuals rather
than families

Some providers lack effective
communication with families

Parent/Provider
communications are low

Some providers lack effective
communication with families

Stigmas prevent families from
asking questions

Some providers lack effective
communication with families

Provider focus on forms rather
than family

Some providers lack effective
communication with families

Parent/Provider
communications need
strengthening

Relationships and connections
between some agencies are
not effective

Disconnect between agencies

Some providers are not
communicating with each
other about their programs
and services
Some providers are not
coordinating services for
families

211 not fully informed

Some providers lack effective
communication with families

Lack of a personal connection
between providers and family
members

Some providers are not
communicating with each
other about their programs
and services
Some providers are not
communicating with each
other about their programs
and services
Relationships and connections
between some agencies are
not effective

Service providers are not
aware of all services

*Improve 211 service
*Grow membership of GSC

Agencies are not sharing
information

*Create a “cheat sheet”
contact in each agency that
providers and administrators
can direct questions to
*Hold a resource symposium
at times that allow teachers
and providers to attend
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Lack of positive promotion in
several medias

HIPPA restrictions don’t allow
for sharing of information

Events and info sharing
between agencies occurs
during school hours
prohibiting teachers from
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There are barriers to
collaboration between
agencies and coordination of
services
There are barriers to
collaboration between
agencies and coordination of
services
There are barriers to
collaboration between
agencies and coordination of
services
There is a lack of coordination
between families and early
education providers in
ensuring children are ready to
succeed in kindergarten
There is a lack of coordination
between families and early
education providers in
ensuring children are ready to
succeed in kindergarten
There is a lack of coordination
between families and early
education providers in
ensuring children are ready to
succeed in kindergarten
There is a lack of coordination
between families and early
education providers in
ensuring children are ready to
succeed in kindergarten

Some service providers are not
communicating with each
other about their programs
and services
Some service providers are not
communicating with each
other about their programs
and services
Some service providers are not
communicating with each
other about their programs
and services
Some parents and educators
do not have consistent
expectations and standards of
kindergarten readiness

There is a lack of coordination
between families and early
education providers in
ensuring children are ready to
succeed in kindergarten
There is a lack of coordination
between families and early
education providers in
ensuring children are ready to
succeed in kindergarten
There is a lack of coordination
between families and early
education providers in
ensuring children are ready to
succeed in kindergarten
There is a lack of coordination
between families and early
education providers in
ensuring children are ready to

attending and gaining
information
Service providers are not
aware of all services
Agencies are not sharing
information

*Hold quarterly Lunch & Learn
for front line/educators/
childcare providers
* Use technology

Families and service providers
don’t know about all the
supports available
Staff needs training on
developmentally appropriate
expectations of children and
families

Most preschool and
kindergarten teachers are not
coordinating for kindergarten
transitions

Teachers have providers name
and contact info but are not
aware of service offered and
qualifiers

Some parents and educators
do not have consistent
expectations and standards of
kindergarten readiness

Teachers don’t have sufficient
time and knowledge to
connect families with all
services available

Most preschool and
kindergarten teachers are not
coordinating for kindergarten
transitions

Some families are not engaged
in preparing their children for
school

Most preschool and
kindergarten teachers are not
coordinating for kindergarten
transitions

Not all childcare providers are
trained on how to support
kindergarten readiness

Most preschool and
kindergarten teachers are not
coordinating for kindergarten
transitions

Personal communication skills
lacking for both providers and
parents

*Enhance current PD with
communication skills training

Some families do not have the
resources to identify delays
and fully engage in preparing
children for school success

Busy work and family
schedules prohibit some
families from participating in
readiness

*Encourage families to
become a network and
support one another

Some families do not have the
resources to identify delays
and fully engage in preparing
children for school success

Stigmas prevent parents from
asking questions
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*Provide educational
opportunities and materials
for families detailing Kreadiness skills
*Distribute through Real
Estate agency/Social media/
Doctors/Dentists/Libraries/
Post Offices/SCHD/Banks/ City
Admin bldgs.
*Include tuition assistance for
PD for Private childcare
providers
*Boost ads on Facebook
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succeed in kindergarten
There is a lack of coordination
between families and early
education providers in
ensuring children are ready to
succeed in kindergarten
There is a lack of coordination
between families and early
education providers in
ensuring children are ready to
succeed in kindergarten
There is a lack of coordination
between families and early
education providers in
ensuring children are ready to
succeed in kindergarten
There is a lack of coordination
between families and early
education providers in
ensuring children are ready to
succeed in kindergarten
There is a lack of coordination
between families and early
education providers in
ensuring children are ready to
succeed in kindergarten
There is a lack of coordination
between families and early
education providers in
ensuring children are ready to
succeed in kindergarten

Some parents and educators
do not have consistent
expectations and standards of
kindergarten readiness

Lack of communication
between agencies, schools,
families, and community
members

Some parents and educators
do not have consistent
expectations and standards of
kindergarten readiness

No one has been designated to
compile the written info to
distribute

Some parents and educators
do not have consistent
expectations and standards of
kindergarten readiness

Written expectations and
standards are not provided to
system participants (parents,
schools, agencies)

Some parents and educators
do not have consistent
expectations and standards of
kindergarten readiness

Unclear qualification criteria

Some parents and educators
do not have consistent
expectations and standards of
kindergarten readiness

Parents are receiving
inaccurate and/or incomplete
information

Some families do not have the
resources to identify delays
and fully engage in preparing
children for school success

Delays are undetected by
family members

There is a lack of coordination
between families and early
education providers in
ensuring children are ready to
succeed in kindergarten

Some families do not have the
resources to identify delays
and fully engage in preparing
children for school success

Many delays go undetected by
parents without knowledge of
what is developmentally
appropriate for their child

There is a lack of coordination
between families and early
education providers in
ensuring children are ready to
succeed in kindergarten
There is a lack of coordination
between families and early
education providers in
ensuring children are ready to
succeed in kindergarten
There is a lack of coordination
between families and early
education providers in
ensuring children are ready to
succeed in kindergarten
There is a lack of coordination

Some families do not have the
resources to identify delays
and fully engage in preparing
children for school success

Support programs are
designed and targeted for
children with extreme delays

Some families do not have the
resources to identify delays
and fully engage in preparing
children for school success

Not all childcare providers
have been trained on how to
identify delays

Some families do not have the
resources to identify delays
and fully engage in preparing
children for school success

Cost prohibitive

Some parents and educators

Staff needs training on
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*GSC have printed materials
distributed by preschools,
daycares, doctors, libraries,
GSC newsletter, Kindergarten
Round-up

*Create commercials for
radio/Facebook –video
*Offer developmental info at
car seat checks, at dentist and
doctor offices, health dept.,
libraries, DHHS
*Use a catchy mascot
*Create transition packets
*Increase playgroup numbers
*Get developmental wheels
out to parents
*Increase social media through
apps
*Offer links to websites via
Facebook

*Increase family and staff
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between families and early
education providers in
ensuring children are ready to
succeed in kindergarten

do not have consistent
expectations and standards of
kindergarten readiness
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developmentally appropriate
expectations of children and
families

training options on what is
developmentally appropriate
per age group
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Appendix C

Headlines and Mega-Headlines
Mega-Headline A: Some families have limited access to services and community resources.

Resources
Headline A-1: Individuals without affordable, reliable personal transportation are challenged by the large size
of Sanilac County, limited and costly public transportation services, and conflicting personal schedules.
Regulations
Headline A-2: Some agencies’ requirements are costly, cumbersome and limit access.
Program Components
Headline A-3: Some families are not accessing community services that are available.
Resources
Headline A-4: Some families in Sanilac County are experiencing under employment and a lack of opportunity
to access living wage and full-time jobs.
Resources
Headline A-5: Some individuals lack resources including knowledge and/or awareness of services provided
within their community and how to access them.
Resources
Headline A-6: Some individuals living situations especially those in domestic abuse and drug use have led to
difficulty accessing services leading to greater need of community supports.
Mindsets
Headline A-7: Some people/families are afraid to access community resources due to feeling that there is a
stigma.
Regulations
Headline A-8: Some organizations have regulations (mental, dental, vision, medical, and education) that
result in family needs being unmet.
Program Components
Headline A-9: The range of and amount of services are not meeting the needs of families.
Program Components
Headline A-10: Some programs do not have times or locations that are convenient for families.

Mega-Headline B: Some services are not responsive to family needs or reflect family input.
Mindsets
Headline B-1: Some families are not provided family friendly or quality services due to past negative
experiences with provider or provider’s negative attitudes.
Power
Headline B-2: Many agencies lack resources for gathering input for families.
Power
Headline B-3: Some families do not participate in opportunities to provide input.
Power
Headline B-4: Some organizations are not adequately seeking family input.
Power
Headline B-5: Gathering input from families is inconsistent among agencies.
Mega-Headline C: There are barriers to collaboration between agencies and coordination of services.
Connections
Headline C-1: Relationships and connections between some agencies are not effective.
GREAT START SANILAC STRATEGIC PLAN 2017-2019
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Connections
Headline C-2: Some providers are not communicating with each other about their programs and
services.
Connections
Headline C-3: Some providers are not coordinating services for families.
Resources
Headline C-4: Some providers lack effective communication with families.
Mega-Headline D: There is a lack of coordination between families and early education providers in
ensuring children are ready to succeed in kindergarten.
Mindsets
Headline D-1: Some parents and educators do not have consistent expectations and standards of
kindergarten readiness.
Connections
Headline D-2: Most preschool and kindergarten teachers are not coordinating for kindergarten
transitions.
Resources
Headline D-3: Some families do not have the resources to identify delays and fully engage in getting
children ready for school.
Mega-Headline E: There is a lack of knowledge of prenatal services throughout the community.
Connections
Headline E-1: The connections between pregnant teens and local prenatal supports are minimal.
Connections
Headline E-2: Local Health professionals and School Counselors are not aware of available prenatal
supports.
Resources
Headline E-3: There are not any birthing hospitals in Sanilac County which creates a disconnect
between pregnant mothers and local supports.
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Appendix D

Strategic Plan Key
PC – Parent Coalition
GSC – Great Start Collaborative
GS2QRC – Great Start to Quality Resource Center
SRAC – School Readiness Advisory Committee
SF – Strengthening Families
PF – Protective Factors
GSD – Great Start Director
GS-MC – Great Start Membership Committee
L & L – Lunch and Learn event
EC –Early Childhood
CoS – Continuum of Services document
CBO – Community Based Organization (Childcare/preschool providers)
ECS – Early Childhood Specialist
ECC – Early Childhood Contact
LCC – Licensed Childcare Provider
PSSP – Great Start Preschool Scholarship Program
OB – Obstetric Doctor
LICC – Local Interagency Coordinating Council
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